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About This Game

Luna is the story of a young creature cast off by her Creator. Banished to the Depths of Subduction for lacking beefiness, Luna
journeys through six strange worlds, fending off the likes of Lush Boy, Power Boy, Pure Boy, and Logic Boy in the hopes of

becoming truly swoll.

Luna is a simple platformer with a unique twist: you can quickly rotate the world left or right, forcing physics to work for you as
you navigate through a series of mind-bending challenges and puzzles. You'll fend off obstacles, from simple boxes to fire

pendulums to lasers to gravity shifters. But like many of its modern platforming peers, Luna fully explores the unique
mechanics that drive it without impeding your progress with extraneous side quests or game overs. The gameplay comes first.

Key Features

Fast paced, tense, and challenging gameplay

6 colorfully designed worlds with equally unique gameplay elements

Frequent checkpoints that keep you moving through the game

A charmingly weird screenplay focused around beefy baddies and introspection

An album’s worth of addictive, retro video game music with a modern twist, composed by Vinnie Byrne
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Playable with Keyboard, Xbox and Playstation controllers
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Title: Luna
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Lushboy Studios
Publisher:
Lushboy Studios
Release Date: 15 Aug, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: OS X version Leopard 10.5.8, Snow Leopard 10.6.3, or later

Processor: Intel Mac 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Standard audio

English
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I seen some people play it online, the game it's self is pretty good. That's if you can get passed the main menu, with good
resoluation and no crashes. I am currently waiting for my refund.. I bought this just to leave a review and refund it, because
these devs need to know that they have royally screwed up.

The character and environment textures are hideous. Bullets come from the third person camera instead of the gun (if you go
back to back with a window and shoot, the window shatters). Animations don't make any sense (if you strafe, it looks like the
character is walking forward). You can parachute into the starting area, and the guns are still sitting on the tables, but you can't
pick them up.

This game is not a sequel, as "The Culling 2" would lead you to believe. It is a blatant lie by a shameless development company.
The first game was centered around rock-paper-scissors melee combat and bows, with very little gunplay. It had a lot of
interesting game mechanics, from the crafting and loot drops, etc. This game is nothing but a very poorly done PUBG/H1Z1
clone. Hopefully PUBG sues this company as well, since it is an exact clone and would be an easy lawsuit to win, but it probably
isn't worth it since this game isn't going to make any money anyway.. A crude JRPG Dungeon ripoff without its NPCs,
equipments nor encounters.

Dull, boring and lack of innovative in an escape labryinth puzzle.
Start top center, ends bottom center.
Stuttering and occasional lag at certain parts of maze.
Collision with walls edges are coarse.

Awkward background musics and
exit stage effect, of what see,s like a sorcerer.
Easily switched off after 'every' stage as sound gets turned on again,
till I decided to turn Windows Sound off for the particular game.

Game Category - Junk.. There's a pretty blatant "screw the player" algorithm built-in, which you can clearly see if you go back
and replay early levels after you've gotten some practice. It's quite obvious that chance alone can't explain why it leans so heavily
toward feeding you balls that will do nothing but force you to push the line closer to the failure point. Skilled "twitch" gamers
can probably get around it pretty easily, but later levels are going to be pretty much impossible for a fairly large segment of the
population. I'm not opposed to "twitch" games in general, but this is marketed as "casual". There's nothing "casual" about a game
that's intentionally designed to use frustration as an artificial difficulty barrier.. I took this game from sale, and I'm not sorry. It's
not a masterpiece for sure, but i like it alot.
+ Classic post-apocalypse Mad Max style (so-called "postapunk") without zombies, "realism", and so on - rare stuff now.
+ Classic Hard Rock / Heavy Metal music - also not often now.
+ Tons of fun!

Short, but fun game!
Totally worth the sale price, maybe worth the regular price, but kinda too short.. Part II??????????? This was released 19 Oct,
2016. What's keeping you guys?. There's one server.
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Nice Game !!!. I really do love this tutorial. Easy to understanding even newbie who never touch 3D things and the one thing is
his speaking is not too fast and easy to understand.

THX Tim!!!. Pretty hilarious story, the town's archeologist is also the town's biggest w-hore. How big a w-hore? She bought a
house with a small garden, raises a kid, buys supplies in bulk, and lives well enough to have a geological hobby. Does her kid
appreciate her mom subjecting herself to the town's disgusting smelly human-vats of STDs? Nope.. This game was released
nearly 3 years ago at the time of my writing this and I wish they had a sequel out at this point. A.R.E.S EX is an amazing game
and definatly worth it. I got the game on sale for a grand \u00a31.60 instead of it's base \u00a36.99. This game is a remake of
the A.R.E.S Extinction Agenda and isn't just that, they added in a new character with their own story and ending, along with 2
new levels not seen in the origional AEA. Tarus, the new character added, uses the same base weapons as Ares, yet he is, in my
eyes, more of a beef-y character, with his first gun you start the game with working as Ares' once you upgrade it once. His
design is significantly different to Ares aswell, showning the plit between the two. This game is a 2.5d platforming shooter in
the vein of Mega Man and Metroid from back in the 8-bit era. This game is so much more of a tribute to Mega Man than
Mighty No. 9, with more challenging game design and bosses. It doesn however work in a linear story, with upgrades seen
through the game and backtracking allowed to unlock everything you miss while going through the game.. no no no.....wtf. I
guess it's not too bad. Hoped for more though.

Hoped for more in fight gore in arenas. At the current state it's just 2 guys beating on each other until the other one falls.
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